A DESIRE FOR TRUTH…

It’s all I need…

The three dimensional mind… spoken of in these days as “third density consciousness”, must undergo a process that scripture calls transformation. In Romans chapter 12 Paul begins by saying, “Be not conformed to this world, but be ye transformed by the renewing of the mind”.

When I come forth as a new born on this physical plane I am still pretty much connected to my source energy consciousness. As the five senses began kicking in, this results in a loss of connection to source energy. The mind then becomes filled with third density concepts and as a result it becomes filled with old ideas and concepts that are everywhere on this plane.

My mind is the key element in my salvation from third density consciousness, better known as the "world of duality" which is often called the 'world of illusions". As the mind is transformed...renewed...which is a process...the whole man/woman then must follow.

The mind then is the major factor in our salvation from what we know as dual vision. “As a man thinks, so is he” says proverbs. “When I change the way I look at things, the things I look at change”… quoted from a book written by Wayne Dyer. It is when the mind is being transformed into the mind of the Christ that we find ourselves changing our views.

It’s like we have a distorted vision which results in us creating what appear to us as problems but are in reality blessings. Then the problems keep pinning us to the ground and we over time lose our natural strength until little by little we stop resisting. Old questions asked from wrong premises are exchanged for new ones and on and on it goes yet in this process we gain more light.

That’s the whole purpose for the problems we create. The day eventually arrives when I begin to understand that I am… by divine right, a born winner and that all things always work for my ultimate good. This realization comes gradually to me as the truth concerning that which I am begins to dawn upon my consciousness. My salvation will not come from any conformity to a set of rules or regulations. It comes as the truth settles down in my consciousness and the desire I have for truth is all I need.
Armed with the desire to know what Gods desire is to tell me... comes from what my desire leads me to do. This is different for each of us... for each of us walks the path that our unique soul is on. All paths vary, yet all lead to the one single goal of Love and unity. It was said of old when the angel announced the coming of the Christ... “Peace on earth and good will toward all men”. This “peace and good will toward all men” is the age that has now come upon us. This is how we shall know that Christ has come. There will be peace and good will toward all men... world wide.

This is the age where it is easy to give into fear... DON”T! Fear will insulate me from the comfort and the encouragement that God desires to give us all... especially in these days. This is the time to look to that which created us to perfect that which it has begun. In this time many have come to understand that God has no favorites but loves all of creation equally. The divine spirit is now and has always been within all men.

This is why God is aware of your every desire. God is aware of every thought that you could ever possibly have... simply because... you my friend are Gods extension. If that be true how could I experience anything in life that God is not aware of? If fear or anxiety comes to me I need deny them and remember that God cannot fail me. I need to remind myself that as man... I am his child. Because of his vantage point his heartfelt love and intense compassion is mine to rest on. If and when I am assailed by feelings of limitation I can feel justified in calling on God to reach out his hand and calm the sea.

He is always in the boat and whether I sleep or wake he is ever at the helm of the ship. He will never judge me when seasons of duality render me vulnerable for he knows that in spite of all my seemingly weaknesses... in spite of when I temporally falter... at a deeper level I love and trust him. Since the day that we believed we were known and loved by him who is Love itself. That love is eternal and it has not even a shadow of change. So... what is important for us today is to trust. In my own personal experience even when I felt I had no faith at all God has marvelously come through for me.

Concerning the many voices {changelings.} we hear today. There are some I have found that resonate with me and some that did not. If what you hear or read feels right... I would encourage you to enjoy it and receive it. If it doesn’t I’ll leave that decision for you to decide. The one voice that we all can trust completely is that
which comes by way of intuition. Truth is coming to the planet like never before. I can always know the truth as I’m ready for it. **All I need is the desire for it.** That desire will always trigger the Law of attraction and my desire will draw it to me.